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A good head of hair is a major concern for both men and women.  The hair plays both physical and
symbolic roles in any society, at any time in history.  This is why most people who are lacking in the
hair department do everything to correct that problem. Many even spend time trying to have the best
hair style or complaining about a bad hair day.

History has shown that the hair is a symbol of power for society.  In ancient Egypt, pharaohs wore
full wigs.  In England, judges wore artificial horsehair wigs when they presided in court. Even
Samsonâ€™s power came from his hair.

A survey conducted by hair care experts in the US revealed that almost 75% of girls admit that a
good head of hair is one of the first things they notice in a guy; and that 90% of girls will go out with
a guy with good hair. Guys also value beautiful hair on women, listing it as one of the top things they
consider when looking for a girl to go out with.

This fetish for well-groomed and healthy hair has made hair experts

emphasize the need for good hair care.  They advise that you wash your hair everyday and apply
conditioner to keep it smooth.  Brush it several times to release natural oil and make it shiny.  If you
have wavy hair, it is best to use a wide-toothed comb or just finger-comb it.  And get a haircut once
a month to keep hair ends healthy.

Once you have healthy hair it is easier to find the perfect hair style. The beauty salon Santa Monica
residents trust will tell you that a good hair style catches the eye.  You can style your hair in many
ways to heighten your facial features or hide those which you do not consider your best assets. You
can also get a full color, a perm or a hair rebond treatment.

The salon Santa Monica residents go to can get you that perfect hairstyle.  Their stylists can
suggest the best hairstyle for you based on your lifestyle and features. If youâ€™re a busy mom, then a
simple, low-maintenance hairstyle will work best for you.  An office executive may need a hairstyle
that looks more formal.  These stylists will also consider the shape of your face when they
recommend a hair style.

Remember that good hair boosts your confidence.  Confidence makes you perform better; and gives
you a positive attitude and a happy disposition.

So if you want to find a hair salon Santa Monica residents trust, or you want to learn more about hair
care, you can visit Beauty-Makeup-Tips.org or SucceedSocially.com for more information.
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Monica in Google for related information.
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